The seventh and eighth authors' names are spelled incorrectly. The correct names are: Flavia de Lima Alves and Juri Rappsilber.

The authors contributions with the corrected initials are provide here:

Conceived and designed the experiments: JG FT SCL BH JR. Performed the experiments: SCL BH PP FdLA SMG JG SY HT EdL. Analyzed the data: FdLA KS GVJ JG FT. Wrote the paper: JG FT EJF BH SCL

The 7th author's current address is missing. Flavia de Lima Alves' current address is: Centre for Microbial Chemical Biology, Department of Biochemistry, McMaster University, Ontario, Canada

The affiliation for the 8th author is incomplete. Juri Rappsilber is affiliated with: Department of Bioanalytics, Institute of Biotechnology, Technische Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany in addition to the listed affiliation: 3. Wellcome Trust Centre for Cell Biology, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom
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